Over the past several years importance sampling in conjunction with regenerative simulation has been presented as a promising method for estimating reliability measures in highly dependable Markovian systems. Existing methods fail to provide benefits over crude Monte Carlo for the analysis of systems that contain significant component redundancies. This paper presents refined importance sampling techniques that are also based on the regenerative technique. The new methods use an importance sampling plan that dynamically adjusts the transition probabilities of the embedded Markov chain by attempting to cancel terms of the likelihood ratio within each cycle. Additional improvements are induced by concentrating on events affecting the size of minimum system cuts. The proposed methods have solid theoretical properties and work well in practice, as illustrated by several examples.
Introduction
To design, construct, and maintain network systems whose components are subject to random failures and repairs, one needs to evaluate system performance measures such as long-run system unavailability and time to failure. Exact computation of these measures, even for systems of moderate scale, can be time-consuming and cumbersome. In addition, the collection of data from actual system failures is costly in terms of time and expense. As a result, computer simulation appears to be a valuable tool that allows one to evaluate these systems efficiently.
Modern communications and computer systems are becoming or are required to be highly reliable. This can be accomplished by either requiring the component failure rates to be much smaller than the respective repair rates or by integrating back-up systems (redundancy) through system design. Since system failure is a rare event, the crude Monte Carlo sampling technique requires prohibitively long run lengths to produce precise estimates. Several techniques that utilize the method of importance sampling have been developed in efforts to force systems to fail more frequently within a simulation experiment. These methods include failure biasing (Lewis and Bohm 1984) , simple failure biasing (Conway and School of Industrial and Systems Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332. Industrial Engineering Program, P.O. Box 210116, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0116. This document should be used in place of the actual publication due to missing captions from tables and figures induced by the copy editors. , balanced failure biasing (Goyal et al. 1992 and Shahabuddin 1994) , and failure distance biasing (Carrasco 1992 1.Y.t/ 2 F/ dt, time Y spends in the set F during cycle i .˝; =; P / probability space of the sample paths of Y during a cycle p.x; r/ probability that the next event from state .x; r/, under the measure P , is a component failure p l .x; r/ conditional probability, under measure P , that a component failure is allocated to a component on link l N n n 1 P n iD1 i , sample mean of 1 ; : : : ; n S 2 n ./ .n 1/ 1 P n iD1 . i N n / 2 , sample variance of 1 ; : : : ; n z˛= 2˚ 1 .1 ˛=2/, 1 ˛=2 quantile of the standard normal distribution For a review of reliability definitions, see Barlow and Proschan (1981) . Notice that the structure function depends only on the number of operating components on each link. The definition of operating and failed states depends on the performance measure(s) under consideration. For instance, suppose that the capacity of a link is defined as the number of operating components on it, and that the system operates in state .x; r/ if a "flow" of k units can be transmitted from a node s to another node t. If F .x/ is the value of the maximum s-t flow when the link capacities are x, one can write .x/ D 1.F .x/ k/.
For simplicity of exposition we make the following: Assumptions 1. The structure function is coherent.
2. Components fail one-at-a-time. The times to failure for components on link i are exponentially distributed with rate i and the respective repair times are exponentially distributed with rate i .
3. A failed component can be repaired by a single repairman. 4 . Each state of Y other than the state .u; 0/ has at least one repair transition. A few additional remarks are in order: (a) Assumptions 2-5 imply that the stochastic process that describes the state of the system is a Markov process. Let Q Y .t/ be the state of the system at time t. Under certain repair policies (e.g., random-order repairs) we can write Q Y .t/ D Y.t/. For systems with more general repair policies, one needs to add information such as the list of components undergoing repair and queues of components waiting for repair. Our methodology is described based on the process Y . (b) Assumption 2 can be relaxed. The applicability of the proposed methods, with minor modifications, to systems with failure propagation has been illustrated in Shultes (1997, Chapter 6) . (c) Our methodology can be extended to non-Markovian systems. This extension will be presented in a later paper.
Although the system is Markovian, the exact evaluation of the limiting unavailability U and the mean time to failure E. / or the computation of tight bounds are difficult problems even for moderatescale systems due to the size of the state space (see Ball et al. 1995) . Consequently, computer simulation frequently becomes the most suitable method for their estimation. The demand for high reliability makes the entrance of Y to the set F a rare event. This property causes crude (standard) Monte Carlo simulation experiments to be inefficient in that they require prohibitively long runs to produce precise estimates.
Based on the above assumptions, the process Y is regenerative with return state .u; 0/, and regeneration epochs 0 D T 0 < T 1 < T 2 < and lim n!1 T n D 1 w.p.1 (for a review of results for regenerative processes see Serfozo 1990 , pp. 41-56). The limiting system unavailability is given by U D E.Z/=E.W /, where the random variables Z and W have the same distribution as W 1 and Z 1 , respectively. In addition, the MTTF can be expressed as a ratio of expectations (see Shahabuddin et al. 1988 ):
Suppose that one simulates Y over n cycles and collects the data .Z i ; W i /, i D 1; : : : ; n. Then the classical regenerative estimator of the limiting unavailability is O U D N Z n = N W n and confidence intervals for U can be computed by the classical or jackknife methods (see Iglehart 1975) .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews existing methods based on the importance sampling technique. Section 3 describes the proposed methods and proves that they produce estimators with solid theoretical properties (e.g., bounded relative error). Section 4 presents experimental results illustrating the ability of the proposed methods to improve on existing methods and overcome the limitations of existing methods in systems with redundancies. Section 5 offers conclusions and suggestions for improvement. All proofs are in the Appendix.
Analyzing Highly Reliable Systems
When the system under study is highly reliable (e.g., the component failure rates are significantly smaller than the respective repair rates or the system structure does not have small minimal cut sets; see Barlow and Proschan 1981) , the crude Monte Carlo estimation of U and the MTTF based on regenerative cycles with return state .u; 0/ presents problems since cycles containing failures are sampled infrequently.
Importance Sampling
One way to overcome the above problem is to use the importance sampling method. This method attempts to produce an alternative estimator for E P .Z/ that has smaller mean squared error (MSE). (The subscript indicates the underlying probability measure. It will be omitted when this measure is apparent.) Let P 0 be another probability measure on = such that P is absolutely continuous with respect to P 0 . Then one can write
where the likelihood ratio L.!/ D P .d!/=P 0 .d!/ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to P 0 (for a detailed discussion see Royden 1968, pp. 276-278). Informally, d! is an infinitesimal event including the sample path !. Hence L.!/ is the ratio of sample path probabilities. If Y is a discretetime Markov chain, then L.!/ is the product of ratios of transition probabilities. Furthermore, the term "absolutely continuous" means that the new probability P 0 .d!/ is positive whenever the original probability P .d!/ is positive. Equation (2) forms the basis of importance sampling. Suppose that one draws n independent samples Z i , i D 1; : : : ; n, with probability measure P 0 . Then
is clearly an unbiased estimator of E P .Z/. If in addition E P 0 OE.ZL/ 2 < 1, then a confidence interval for E P .Z/ can be derived by using the central limit theorem. In general, one would like to choose P 0 so that Var P 0 .ZL/ < Var P .Z/ or, equivalently,
More specifically, for importance sampling to be effective, the most likely paths to system failure should be made more probable while preserving the last properties.
The simulation methods in this paper are based on the following facts: (a) Since E P .Z/, E P .W / and E P OEmin. ; W / are computed via regenerative analysis, it suffices to simulate the EMC with the sojourn times replaced by their means h.x; r/ (Hordijk et al. 1976 ). Notice that P . < W / is a transient measure that can be estimated by simulating the EMC. (b) Once a highly-dependable system fails, the importance sampling approach becomes unnecessary ). Hence, we use importance sampling until the system fails and crude sampling for the remainder of a cycle. (c) Since the means E P .W / and E P OEmin. ; W / do not involve a rare event problem, they need not be estimated using importance sampling. As a result, the estimation of the unavailability U can be based on two independent runs, the first using importance sampling to estimate E P .Z/ and the second relying on crude sampling to estimate E P .W /. Similar ideas apply to the estimation of the MTTF E P . /.
Collectively, the sampling approach suggested in items (b) and (c) above is referred to as measure specific dynamic importance sampling (MSDIS). See Goyal et al. (1987) for a detailed discussion.
The derivation of the following confidence interval for U is due to Shahabuddin (1994) . Let O Z m be the importance sampling estimator of E P .Z/ from the first run of m cycles and let S 2 m .ZL/ be the sample variance of Z i L i , i D 1; : : : ; n. Also let N W n and S 2 n .W / be the respective crude estimators from the second run of n cycles. Then a point estimator of
Let k be the greatest common divisor of m and n, Q m D m=k, and Q n D n=k. Define the sample averages 
Using the estimator
W / in place of the unknown Var.V / yields the approximate 100.1 ˛/ percent classical confidence interval
Failure Biasing Methods
Notice that the probability for a component failure in state .x; r/ is p.x; r/ D h.x; r/ P i2A x i i . If this failure occurs, the probability that a component on link l fails is p l .x; r/ D x l l /=.
P i2A x i i . Alternatively, if the next event is a component repair completion, and there are links with failed components waiting for repair, the freed repairman chooses a link based on the repair policy. Lewis and Bohm (1984) introduced the concepts of "forced transitions" and failure biasing for the study of interval unreliability of Markovian fault-tolerant systems. Conway and Goyal (1987) and Goyal et al. (1987) used the ideas of Lewis and Bohm to create the simple failure biasing (SFB) method. This method applies importance sampling by raising the probability that the next event is a component failure equal to a fixed value p 0 . This is done until a system failure occurs whereupon importance sampling is "turned-off". Although empirical studies suggest that p 0 should be chosen from the interval .0:5; 0:9/, the value that is typically used is p 0 D 0:5 (Goyal et al. , 1992 Juneja and Shahabuddin 2000) . Once a component failure occurs, the allocation of the failure to a link has to be addressed. The modification of SFB in Goyal et al. (1987) uses a second biasing parameter to model the probability of allocating failures to links that contain failed components.
In balanced systems with failure rates of the same order of magnitude, SFB causes components to fail approximately uniformly. This is not the case with unbalanced systems. To address this issue, Shahabuddin (1994) introduced the balanced failure biasing (BFB) method which uses importance sampling probability for allocating a component failure to link l given by
Unfortunately, the failure biasing methods encounter several problems when applied to redundant systems (see Shultes 1997 , Chapters 5-6). For example, consider the simple random walk fY i ; i 0g on f0; 1; : : :g with Pr. 
Hence, the probability that a cycle generated by a failure biasing method with p 0 D 1=2 contains a path to failure approaches zero as the minimum number of component failures needed to cause a system failure increases. Since the BFB method appears to outperform SFB (Shahabuddin 1994 ) and has solid theoretical properties (e.g., it yields estimators with bounded relative error), it will be used for comparisons with the proposed methods. The failure distance biasing (FDB) method, proposed by Carrasco (1992) , attempts to force system failures along the shortest (fewest events) paths to failure. Carrasco defines the "failure distance" for a system state as the smallest number of components that must fail to make the system fail. For each state accessible from the current state, the FDB method computes the failure distance, which estimates the proximity of the state to the set F. Failure transitions are classified based on the corresponding reduction in failure distance, and transitions to classes that lead to greater failure distance reductions occur with higher probabilities than transitions to classes with smaller reductions. Experimental results in Carrasco (1992) indicate that FDB outperforms BFB when applied to balanced systems. This is due to the fact that biasing towards shortest paths to failure is quite reasonable in balanced systems since these paths are also the most likely paths to failure. However, this does not remain true for unbalanced systems. It is not clear how well FDB would perform on highly redundant systems. See Shultes (1997, Section 5.1.3) for examples where FDB can perform poorly. Furthermore, the exact computation of failure distances for each state requires the maintenance of the set of minimal cuts which is quite an expensive task for large systems.
Balanced Likelihood Ratio (BLR) Methods
The proposed methods control the likelihood ratios associated with individual events within cycles (hereafter called event likelihood ratios). Observe that a component must fail before it can be repaired. Therefore component failures and repairs can be thought of as complementary events. Here is the key idea behind the proposed methodology: If the event likelihood ratios associated with component failures prior to system failure are less than one and the event likelihood ratios associated with component repairs cancel event likelihood ratios associated with prior component failures, then the overall likelihood ratio associated with a regenerative cycle (the product of event likelihood ratios for events that form the cycle) is also bounded from above by one.
Other authors have considered the problem of bounding likelihood ratios. In particular, Juneja (1993) explored methods of bounding likelihood ratios associated with regenerative cycles. His method built on BFB by providing an algorithm for choosing a biasing parameter. However, the method does not eliminate the problems component redundancies cause for failure biasing methods.
Basic Technique
We start with the following result.
Lemma 1 Let Q be a nonnegative random variable on the space .˝; =; P / with E P .Q 2 / < 1. Suppose that˝C D f! 2˝W Q.!/ > 0g ¤ ;, and let = C be the -field generated by the family fA \˝C; A 2 =g. Moreover, let P 0 be a probability measure such that P is absolutely continuous with respect to
Suppose that one generates n i.i.d. samples ! 1 ; : : : ; ! n from f˝; =; P g and n i.i.d. samples ! 0 1 ; : : : ; ! 0 n from .˝C; = C ; P 0 /. If N Q n and O Q n are the respective sample means of
To account for the time required for generating the realizations from the two spaces, one uses the variance reduction ratio (VRR)
where P .Q/ and P 0 .Q 0 / are the respective mean times required to generate realizations of Q and Q 0 . This ratio represents the number of times the crude experiment must be run to deliver an estimate with the same (overall) variance as the importance sampling experiment. A significantly greater than unity estimate of VRR P;P 0 .Q/ indicates the success of the importance sampling experiment. The relative error (RE) (alternatively referred to as coefficient of variation) of the estimator O Q n is
If RE P 0 .Q 0 / remains bounded as E P .Q/ ! 0, then the sample size n required to yield a desired level of accuracy (relative confidence interval halfwidth) remains bounded as E P .Q/ ! 0; see Fishman (1996) . When E P .Z/ ! 0 and P . < W / ! 0 as the failure rates i ! 0 and the repair rates remain constant, the respective crude estimators have unbounded relative error. In Section 3.2, we present conditions that allow the proposed methodology to produce estimators for E P .Z/ and P . < W / with bounded RE.
Implementation
i / and assume that for each i, there exists an integer d i 1 and a constant c i > 0 such that
A system is said to be balanced if all of the component failure rates are of the same order of magnitude (i.e.,
Suppose that the set of links is partitioned into sets A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A K such that the set A j contains all links with failure rates of the j th largest order of magnitude. Throughout the simulation of a cycle, we store quantities (typically event likelihood ratios) associated with component failure events from A j in a stack L j . If L j ¤ ;, let Ǹ j be the element on top of L j ; otherwise, we artificially set Ǹ j D 1. The quantities Ǹ j will satisfy the following property:
Since the first event in a cycle starting in state .u; 0/ is a component failure,
Suppose that the failure is allocated to a component on link l 2 A k with probability p 0 l .u; 0/. (These allocation probabilities will be discussed later in this section.) This assignment causes the likelihood ratio
associated with this event to be greater than one if the importance sampling probability of allocating the failure to link l is less than the respective original probability. Let
To force Property 1, we choose a ı l and push
We emphasize that such an adjustment may have to be made only once during a cycle. Hereafter, we refer to all elements of the stacks as event likelihood ratios.
Assume that F does not contain states with a single failed component. Let e i be the unit vector with one in the ith position and zeros elsewhere. To force a visit to F in each cycle, we do not allow repairs one step away from regeneration before the system fails within a cycle (that is, we set p 0 .u e i ; e i / D 1 for all i 2 A).
The importance sampling failure probabilities prior to system failure are set as
Furthermore, given that a repair is about to occur, the importance sampling probabilities of individual repairs are allocated to links i 2 A j proportionally to Ǹ j .r i i /.
To illustrate how these assignments work, suppose that the next event is a repair completion for a component on link l 2 A k . The importance sampling probability of this event is
Since the respective original probability is r l l = P i2A .x i i C r i i /, the product of Ǹ k and the current event likelihood ratio is equal to one. Since Ǹ k cancels the current event likelihood ratio, we remove Ǹ k from L k and discard it. Alternatively, if the next event is a component failure in the set A m , we push the event likelihood ratio containing p.x; r/=p 0 .x; r/ onto stack L m .
Once the cycle ends, the overall likelihood ratio is computed by multiplying the contents of the stacks L j .j D 1; : : : ; K/ and 1 C ı. Note the possibility for this likelihood ratio to be greater than unity violating the condition of Lemma 1.
There are several ways to randomly allocate component failure events to operating components in the network. Some procedures lead to estimators with bounded RE. In this section we examine conditions that guarantee bounded RE for the estimators of E P .Z/ and P . < W /. Then a BLR method yields estimators for E P .Q/ with bounded relative error. Numerical results for BLR algorithms are shown in Section 4.
Proposition 1 Let Q be the random variable defined in Lemma 1, and let˝C
D f < W g. Suppose that (i) E P OEQ j < W D O.1/, (ii) R f <W g Q.!/ 2 P 0 .d!/ D O.1/,
Lemma 2 The random variables 1. < W / and Z satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.

Lemma 3 If the system is balanced, importance sampling probabilities that allocate failures to links
Utilizing Structural Information
The BLR methods presented in Section 3.2 only provide an answer to the question "How can the frequency of component failure events be increased while keeping the likelihood ratios associated with regenerative cycles bounded?". Notice that every cycle visits the rare event set F. As a result, long paths to failure are likely to occur. The last property has negative implications since (i) the importance of long paths to failure is unclear and (ii) long paths to failure take longer to generate than short paths that may not visit the rare event set. Utilizing structural information based on minimum system cuts provides a means for addressing both of these concerns. One can use minimum cuts to identify events on shortest paths to failure. The definition of a minimum cut is application-dependent. For the flow-based model mentioned in Section 1, an s-t cut is a partition .V 1 ; V 2 / of the set of nodes V with s 2 V 1 and t 2 V 2 . This cut defines the set K of links with one node in V 1 and the other in V 2 (hereafter, the term "s-t cut" will refer to the set K). The capacity of K in state .x; r/ is P l2K x l , and the cut is minimum if its capacity is equal to the value of the maximum s-t flow. See Ahuja et al. (1996) or Shultes (1997, Section 5.5.2) for a review of network flow properties and efficient ways to maintain the set of links on minimum cuts. Our implementations do not maintain the list of minimum cuts. Rather, we update the membership of each link on a minimum cut after each state transition. This can be done by means of the residual graph in O.a/ time, implying that the set of links on a minimum cut can be updated in O.a 2 / time.
Notation and Definitions
C .x; r/ Set of links on a minimum cut for the network state .x; r/ q.C .x; r// Conditional probability that a component on a link in C .x; r/ fails given that the next event is a component failure C c .x; r/ A n C .x; r/ q.C c .x; r// Conditional probability that a component on a link in C c .x; r/ fails given that the next event is a component failure C C .x; r/ Set of links with components undergoing repair that increase the capacity of a minimum cut once the repair ends (these links belong to all minimum cuts) q.C C .x; r// Conditional probability that a component within C C .x; r/ is repaired given that the next event is a component repair completion C c C .x; r/ Set of links not in C C .x; r/ with components undergoing repair
In this case, the identification of the next event proceeds in three steps: First we determine if the next event is a component failure or a repair completion. In case of a component failure, we determine if it occurs on a minimum cut or off a minimum cut and then select the respective component. In case of a repair completion, we determine if it occurs on a link in C C .x; r/ or on a link in C c C .x; r/ and then choose the respective component.
The basic idea is to increase the probability of component failures on minimum cuts. However, one has to be careful since increasing the importance sampling probability for component failures in C .x; r/ decreases the importance sampling probability of component failures in C c .x; r/.
We store the event likelihood ratios in stacks: Stack L j contains event likelihood ratios for components on links in A j that were on a minimum cut when they failed (i.e., selected from some C .x; r/), and stack L c j contains event likelihood ratios for components on links in A j that were not on a minimum cut. Let Ǹ j be the element on top of stack L j , and let Ǹ c j be the element on top of stack L c j . When
1 otherwise.
The importance sampling probability for a failure event is now defined by
Repairs are allocated with probabilities proportional to Ǹ c j .
, then the product of the induced event likelihood ratio and Ǹ c k is equal to one. Hence we remove Ǹ c k from L c k and discard it. An analogous cancellation for the element on top of some stack L k is caused by a repair completion on a link in C C .x; r/.
Achieving bounded relative error while utilizing structural information is not trivial. A detailed discussion is given in Section 3.3.3. We consider the following two heuristic assignments.
The Greedy Heuristic
If one is concerned about sampling long paths to failure, then focusing on shortest paths to failure is a greedy way to allocate component failure events to links. To focus on shortest paths to failure while ensuring that the event likelihood ratios remain bounded above by one, define the importance sampling probabilities for allocating component failure events to links off a minimum cut by
Suppose that component failure events are allocated to links in C .x; r/ and C c .x; r/ based on probabilities that are proportional to component failure rates. This construction makes the event likelihood ratio for a component failure in
and the event likelihood ratio for a component failure event in C .x; r/ smaller than one. Equation (9) has the potential to cause a violation of Property 1 by forcing the importance sampling probability for a component failure event in C c .x; r/ to equal the corresponding original probability. This could prevent the method from achieving bounded RE.
An assignment that satisfies Property 1 is obtained from the "balancing" condition 
The Expected Downtime Heuristic (EDH)
The derivation of a near-optimal importance sampling distribution for estimating the expected downtime within a regenerative cycle in a k-out-of-n system (see Shultes 1997 , Chapter 4) suggests another alternative. Once the system fails, for each component failure event that occurs in C c .x; r/ the potential number of events needed to restore the system (i.e., leave the set F) increases by one. Therefore, one can attempt to counter the potential for inflated downtimes by keeping track of the number of component failures off minimum cuts.
Suppose that k components, chosen from sets C c .x; r/, are failed. If all these components are repaired before the system leaves F, then an estimate for their contribution to the mean system downtime within a cycle is approximately k times the mean holding time in some state within F. Therefore, one can set q 0 .C c .x; r// so that the j th component failure off a minimum cut induces the event likelihood ratio j=.j C1/. This causes the product of the event likelihood ratios associated with component failures off minimum cuts to equal 1=.k C 1/.
In some cases, the choice of p 0 .x; r/ might cause q 0 .C c .x; r// to be greater than q.C c .x; r//. In this case, we use the NGH, that is, we set q 0 .C c .x; r// equal to the r.h.s. of (10).
Ensuring Bounded Relative Error
Generating shortest paths to failure is an intuitive approach to reducing simulation runtimes. If all component failure rates in a system are of the same order of magnitude, then the shortest paths to failure are the most likely paths to failure. Otherwise, solely focusing on shortest paths to failure may ignore some of the most likely paths to failure and may not yield estimates with bounded RE. Similar results have been proven by Nakayama (1996) , who developed a set of pathwise criteria that must be met in order to ensure bounded RE.
In the following results for balanced systems we drop the index k from equation (13) The Greedy and Expected Downtime heuristics do not appear to yield estimates for E P .Z/ and P . < W / with BRE when they are applied to unbalanced systems. However, the following modification leads to new heuristics that do yield estimators with BRE. , that forces these importance sampling probabilities to be bounded away from 1 and 0. We label the modified heuristics as NGH-U and EDH-U.
Modified Heuristics for Unbalanced
Notice that in practice (i.e., for bounded > 0)ˇcan be set so that it is never used in the importance sampling distribution.
Lemma 7
The heuristics NGH-U and EDH-U yield allocation probabilities that are .1/ and maintain Property 1.
Theorem 3
Suppose that the system is unbalanced and component failures are allocated to links within or outside minimum cuts using probabilities that are independent of component failure rates and maintain Property 1. Then both NGH-U and EDH-U yield estimators for E P .Z/ and P . < W / with bounded relative error.
Collectively, we will label the methods in this section as Balanced Likelihood Ratio Methods using Cuts (BLRC).
Numerical Results
To validate the proposed methods, we start with a small system. This experiment is followed by test cases from the literature and a test case indicative of the problems that motivated this research.
Recall that a portion of the importance sampling distribution allocates component failure events to links within a chosen set. The only restriction is that event likelihood ratios remain bounded below one (Property 1). For "sufficiently small" , the maintenance of this property is not an issue. However, in some cases this can be troublesome. To eliminate this problem, we implemented the Balanced Likelihood Ratio methods checking the condition "Is sufficiently small?", i.e., for a given allocation scheme, do the event likelihood ratios remain bounded below one? It is easy to show that for any failure allocation scheme that is independent of , there exists an > 0 such that all < are "sufficiently small". Therefore, when this condition does not hold, we allocate component failures within the chosen set using probabilities that are proportional to component failure rates.
Each crude estimate results from a single simulation run and all importance sampling methods utilize the measure specific framework described in Section 2.1. The Balanced Failure Biasing scheme sets the probability that the next event is a component failure event equal to 0:5 and allocates component failure events uniformly over the links with operating components.
For simplicity, all methods use E.W / as an estimate for EOEmin. ; W / when estimating MTTF. This was originally suggested by Shahabuddin et al. (1988) , and makes sense in the test cases under consideration since the crude Monte Carlo estimate for P . < W / is less than 7 10 3 . Also, all importance sampling experiments use equations analogous to (3) to compute confidence intervals for ratios. The VRRs [see equation (5) ] are estimated by replacing the unknown moments by the respective estimates. All codes were implemented in C and were executed under a Linux environment on a Pentium 133 MHz desktop. All CPU times quoted are in seconds.
We consider the following six methods; the first three do not utilize minimum cuts and the last three do:
Simple Balanced Likelihood Ratio (SBLR) method. This method allocates component failures to links using probabilities that are proportional to the total failure rate of components associated with links.
Balance over Components Balanced Likelihood Ratio (BCBLR) method.
This method allocates component failures to links using probabilities that are proportional to the number of operating components on links.
Balance over Links Balanced Likelihood Ratio (BLBLR) method. This method allocates component failures uniformly over the set of links (similarly to the BFB method).
Simple Balanced Likelihood Ratio with Cuts (SBLRC) method. This method relies on identifying links in minimum cuts and allocates failures to links within or outside minimum cuts analogously to SBLR.
Balance over Components Balanced Likelihood Ratio with Cuts (BCBLRC) method.
This method relies on identifying links in minimum cuts and allocates failures to links within or outside minimum cuts analogously to BCBLR.
Balance over Links Balanced Likelihood Ratio with Cuts (BLBLRC) method. This method relies on identifying links in minimum cuts and allocates failures to links within or outside minimum cuts analogously to BLBLR.
The last three methods use the Expected Downtime Heuristic to allocate component failure events to links within or outside minimum cuts (see Section 3.3.2). Recall that this heuristic potentially incorporates the Normalized Greedy Heuristic.
The allocation of component failure events to links using probabilities that are independent of is motivated entirely by the desire to have methods that yield estimates with bounded relative error. The impact of this property on individual method's performance is not clear when is not close to zero. This motivates the consideration of methods that do not guarantee estimates with bounded relative error (SBLR and SBLRC) as well as methods that do have this property (BCBLR, BLBLR, BCBLRC, and BLBLRC).
A 3-out-of-6 System
We start our experimentation with a Markovian 3-out-of-6 system. The mean lifetime of a component is 20 days, and there is a single repairman who performs repairs at a rate of 1 per day. This system can be modeled as a single link .s; t/ containing 6 components, and functions when a flow of value 3 can be transmitted from s to t. Hence there is only one directed s-t cut. Tables 1 and 2 contain the experimental results. All point estimates are close to the exact values for the limiting unavailability and the MTTF. Notice that the BLR methods yield significantly more accurate estimates than the BFB method at the same computational cost. For instance, one would have to run the BFB algorithm about 9 times as long to produce a 90% confidence interval as narrow as the 90% confidence interval resulting from each of the BLR methods. 
A Computer Network from the Literature
Consider the computer network depicted in Figure 1 . This network has been considered by Goyal et al. (1992) , Nicola et al. (1993) , and others. There are two types of processors (CPU) in the network, and each processor type has one active processor and some hot spares. When the active processor of one type fails, the active processor of the other type experiences a dependent failure with probability 0.01. Data in the network is split into two partitions. Each partition has two disk controllers and three disk clusters. Each disk cluster contains four hard disks and data in each disk cluster is replicated so that if any three of the four hard disks are operational then the disk cluster is operational. The system is considered operational if one of each processor type is available, one disk controller in each partition is operating, and each disk cluster is operational. Each component in the system can fail in one of two ways, say mode 1 and mode 2. Each mode of component failure occurs with equal probability. There Figure 2 .
The failure biasing and BLR methods handle dependent component failures similarly. Such component failures occur based on a fixed, conditional probability in all sampling schemes. These dependent events generate only one event likelihood ratio in the balanced likelihood ratio implementations.
We consider "balanced" and "unbalanced" versions of this computer network as described in Goyal et al. (1992) . The balanced system has two processors of each type, so if there are two failed components of the same type then the system fails. On average, each processor fails every 2,000 hours, each disk controller fails every 2,000 hours, and each disk fails once every 6,000 hours.
Simulation results for the limiting system unavailability are shown in Table 3 and results for the MTTF are shown in Table 4 .
One million crude cycles produced a 90% confidence interval for the limiting unavailability that does not contain zero. BFB and SBLR achieve similar VRRs. The SBLR halfwidth is smaller than the BFB halfwidth, but it takes twice as long to generate. Balancing over components (BCBLR) yields a smaller VRR while balancing over links (BLBLR) results in an improved VRR.
The simpler system representation shown in Figure 2 allows the maintenance of the set of links on minimum cuts with negligible effort. This explains the proximity in the runtimes for all proposed methods. The utilization of the list of links on minimum cuts results in significantly narrower confidence intervals. Notice that balancing over components (BCBLRC) yields a larger VRR than balancing over links (BLBLRC). This appears to be due to the fact that balancing over links ignores the number of operating components associated with each link in a network. Notice that it takes two component failures to force any link in Figure 2 to fail. However, each of the 6 disk clusters (links) contains 4 disks while all other links have at most 2 operating components. Consequently, balancing over components causes disks to fail more frequently than other components apparently leading to shorter paths to failure, runtimes, and halfwidths. The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 100,000 cycles for P . < W /
The results for the MTTF shown in Table 4 are consistent with the numbers from Table 3 . Notice that the VRRs in Table 4 associated with balanced likelihood ratio methods using structural information, except for SBLRC, are substantially larger than the corresponding VRRs in Table 3 .
The unbalanced system has four processors of each type. On average, each processor fails once every 1,000 hours, each disk controller fails every 20,000 hours, and each disk fails every 60,000 hours. Simulation results for the limiting system unavailability are shown in Table 5 and results for MTTF are shown in Table 6 .
In this case, BFB yields an impressive estimate of VRR (roughly equal to 415). This results from a * Estimates based on 1,000,000 cycles The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for E.Z/ and 100,000 cycles for E.W / smaller halfwidth and a smaller runtime than crude Monte Carlo. The balanced likelihood ratio methods without structural information struggle; the runtimes for SBLR, BCBLR, and BLBLR are approximately twice as long as the BFB runtime. This can be attributed to the fact that the new methods require every importance sampling cycle to visit the rare event set F. BLBLR appears to slightly improve upon BCBLR. Similar to the experiments on the balanced system, each of the proposed methods has roughly the same runtime and the utilization of the list of links on minimum cuts results in significantly narrower confidence intervals. Balancing over components (BCBLRC) and balancing over links (BLBLRC) appear to perform well, but using component failure rates to allocate failures to links within or outside minimum cuts (SBLRC) appears to slightly improve performance. Notice that for the network in Figure 2, balancing over links appears to be preferable to balancing over components when minimum cuts information is not used, but this trend is reversed when minimum cut information is used.
The results for MTTF shown in Table 6 are consistent with the numbers from Table 5 . The VRRs for the mean time to failure are significantly larger than the VRRs for the limiting system unavailability. This performance mimics the results for the balanced version of the system. Notice that each component type in the balanced version of the system is on a shortest path to system failure; not the case in the unbalanced system. This increase in variation potentially explains the increase in relative error.
A Network with Redundancies
We consider two versions of the network depicted in Figure 3 . This network contains 54 links, classified in three types, and a total of 103 components. Each type A link contains three identical components and fails when two components fail. Type B links contain one component. Each type C link contains two identical components and fails when one component fails. In version 1, the mean lifetime of a component on a type A link is 13 * Estimates based on 1,000,000 cycles The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 100,000 cycles for P . < W / 40 minutes for components on type C links. The system operates as long as there exists a path along operating links between node 1 and node 20. There are 5 repairmen, and repairs make components as good as new. Upon completing a repair, a repairman selects the next component to repair uniformly over the failed components in the network. * Estimates based on 10,000,000 cycles ** Estimates based on 10,000,000 cycles for E.Z/ and 100,000 cycles for E.W / The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for E.Z/ and 100,000 cycles for E.W /
The redundancy in this network causes crude Monte Carlo to perform poorly. As shown in Table 7 , 10,000,000 cycles yield a crude confidence interval that does not contain zero, but the relative error of Figure 3 : Network with redundancies the unavailability estimate is quite large. After 10,000,000 cycles, BFB produces an estimate with large relative error. The SBLR method slightly improves the relative error over the crude method and takes much less time yielding a VRR of 31. Balancing over components (BCBLR) loses all improvement in the relative error, but still saves time, and balancing over links (BLBLR) performs approximately the same as SBLR. Both methods appear to yield more conservative estimates for the system unavailability.
The methods that use minimum cuts had mixed results. The relative errors from the SBLRC and BLBLRC experiments are approximately equal to the relative errors achieved with SBLR and BLBLR, but the computation time needed to simulate the same number of cycles doubled. One could falsely attribute this behavior solely to the maintenance of the set of links on minimum cuts. The use of the latter set of links is intended to force the experiment to focus more on shorter cycles. The size of the original failure probabilities p.u e i ; e i / one step away from regeneration (and the associated event likelihood ratios prior to the visit to F) directly controls the methods' ability to focus on shorter cycles since event likelihood ratios close to unity lead to importance sampling probabilities close to original probabilities. In this example, the probabilities p.u e i ; e i / are significantly greater than 0.5. (Once all of the repairmen are busy, the respective original failure probabilities are close to 0.5.) This implies that the importance sampling bias of the BLR methods towards component failure events and the subsequent bias towards component failures on minimum cuts are small throughout the entire cycle. We conjecture that BLRC methods work well when the probabilities p.u e i ; e i / are 0.5 or smaller.
BCBLR and BCBLRC balance failures over components and this appears to have a significantly adverse effect on the performance of the balanced likelihood ratio methods. Overall, all of the remaining balanced likelihood ratio methods clearly outperform the crude and BFB methods in this setting.
The experimental results for the MTTF are shown in Table 8 . The performance of the various methods mirrors their performance when estimating the system unavailability. The relative errors shown in Table 8 are similar to those shown in Table 7 . This should not be surprising since this comparison holds for the previous test cases as well. The variation in the VRR from Table 7 to Table 8 can be * Estimates based on 10,000,000 cycles ** Estimates based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 10,000,000 cycles for P . < W / The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 100,000 cycles for P . < W / partially attributed to the potential instability of the crude estimates since the system failed in only 21 of the 10,000,000 cycles. Version 2 of the network in Figure 3 attempts to validate the conjecture that the performance of BLRC methods improves when the original probabilities p.u e i ; e i / are 0.5 or smaller. The network structure and repair rates from version 1 are preserved, but now (i) type A components fail on average every 40 hours, (ii) type B components fail on average every 120 1 2 hours, (iii) type C components fail on average every 80 hours, and (iv) the number of repairmen is three instead of five. These changes make the original probabilities p.u e i ; e i / close to 0.5 and dramatically improve the system reliability, as illustrated in Table 9 . A crude Monte Carlo experiment generated 100,000,000 regenerative cycles without observing a single system failure. This prevented the use of crude Monte Carlo as a benchmark and forced us to use the BFB method instead. It appears that the shortest paths to failure occur rarely, so the limiting unavailability estimate from BFB was on the order of 10 12 until approximately 16,000,000 cycles were generated. This caused BFB to yield a poor confidence interval (containing zero) and a large relative error.
The BLR methods also struggled. The results for the BCBLR method illustrate exactly the same problem encountered with BFB. A significantly longer experiment is needed to improve the accuracy of this estimate. None of the confidence intervals from the BLR methods are particularly impressive and the relative errors are large. The VRRs are over 100, but these experiments did not yield clear conclusions.
On the contrary, the BLRC methods performed dramatically better than BFB and the BLR methods. The SBLRC experiment is somewhat inconclusive, but the BCBLRC and BLBLRC experiments yielded confidence intervals that give a strong indication of the true limiting unavailability. The VRR of 708 for BLBLRC appears to indicate that the combination of balancing over links with the utilization of minimum cuts yields a powerful importance sampling plan.
The MTTF results in Table 10 illustrate two points. The BLR methods and BFB can require large sample sizes when the objective is to observe steady-state system behavior. Notice that the BLR esti- * Estimates based on 100,000,000 cycles ** Estimates based on 16,000,000 cycles for E.Z/ and 100,000 cycles for E.W / *** Estimates based on 1,000,000 cycles for E.Z/ and 100,000 cycles for E.W /
The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for E.Z/ and 100,000 cycles for E.W / * Estimates based on 100,000,000 cycles ** Estimates based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 16,000,000 cycles for P . < W / *** Estimates based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 1,000,000 cycles for P . < W /
The estimates from all other methods are based on 100,000 cycles for EOEmin. ; W / and 100,000 cycles for P . < W / mates for MTTF are an order of magnitude larger than the BFB and BLRC estimates. On the contrary, the BLRC methods yield dramatic improvements over BFB with respect to both relative error and VRR. Overall, there was a significant improvement in the performance of the BLRC methods when applied to version 2 of the network in Figure 3 opposed to version 1.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Importance sampling can be a powerful tool for the estimation of reliability measures of highly dependable systems with repairs. The proper selection of an importance sampling distribution can "make or break" an analysis procedure. The proposed balanced likelihood ratio methods represent a new form of importance sampling that inherently adapts to the problem at hand. A simple modification that would potentially improve the performance of BFB would be to change the definition of the biasing parameter to the maximum of the crude Monte Carlo probability of a component failure event and 0:5. This modification would still yield estimators with bounded relative error since the method reduces to BFB as approaches zero. Unfortunately, this, like other proposed modifications to BFB (see Goyal et al. 1992) , does not address the shortcoming of BFB for redundant systems: As the length of shortest path to failure increases, the probability of sampling this path under BFB approaches zero.
The adjustments introduced to convert the simple balanced likelihood ratio methods into methods that yield bounded relative error may hinder the performance of the methods that utilize minimum cuts. With regard to the systems studied in Section 4, the BLBLRC method (with the same failure allocation strategy as the BFB method) appears to exhibit the best overall performance.
As mentioned in Section 4, the performance of BLR and BLRC methods appears to hinge on the size of the original failure probabilities p.u e i ; e i / one step away from regeneration. This can be tied to the degradation of the performance of the regenerative method. Alternative methods that use semi-Markov or semi-stationary (see Serfozo 1972) formulations based on cycles starting with a set of states "closer" to F address this limitation. For details, see the thesis of Shultes (1997) or Alexopoulos and Shultes (1999) .
Proof of Proposition 1 Notice that
If f < W g D ;, then E P .Q/ D 0 and the relative error is undefined. For the remainder of this proof we assume that f < W g ¤ ;.
The variance of the importance sampling estimator Q 0 D QL based on one cycle satisfies
and the RE of Q 0 can be bounded as follows:
Since the BLR methods force each cycle to visit the set F and stop importance sampling upon entrance to F, the likelihood ratio L is made up of event likelihood ratios computed up to the time of first entrance to F. These methods also force event likelihood ratios for repair events to cancel event likelihood ratios for component failure events. Since event likelihood ratios are stored in stacks based on the order of magnitude of component failure rates, the number of event likelihood ratios in stack L k equals the number of components that are currently in failed states with failure rates of the kth order of magnitude. For the j th event likelihood ratio`k j in stack L k , let .x .kj / ; r .kj / / be the state of the system when the component failed, and let a kj 2 A be the link containing the failed component.
The original failure probabilities yield 1 for some i). Let s.!/ be the sequence of component failures that produced the contents of the stacks L k ; k D 1; : : : ; K. We have
Due to the cancellations between event likelihood ratios associated with component repairs and prior failures, L.!/ is the product of event likelihood ratios associated with component failure events in s.!/ and the factor 1 C ı, that is,
Recall that one term of the above product (corresponding to the first event in a cycle) is equal to p l .u; 0/=OE.1 C ı/p 0 l .u; 0/, for some link l. Equations (11) and p 0
Below we look at the remaining terms. From equation (7) we have
where Ǹ .kj / h is the top element in stack L h at the time the failure occurred. 
By Property 1,
Since we also have p 0
Since P fs.!/g P . < W /, it follows that
One now has
Equations (14), (15) and assumption (ii) imply
This completes the proof. Given < W , one has Z h min N f and N f 1. Hence E P OEZ j < W h min E P OEN f j < W h min and E P OEZ j < W D O.1/.
Proof of Lemma 2 Since
Since the failure rates are . where the second inequality is due to N 0 n c . Then For 1 one now has
The first inequality in the last display is due to (a) the probability of the portion of each sample path prior to entrance in F is less than or equal to one, and (b) upon entrance to F each original probability associated with a component repair is less than or equal to one and each original probability associated with a component failure is less than or equal to c d .
It is easy to show that there exists an 2 > 0 such that 1 C 1 k 2 c d < 1; for all k 1 and 2 :
By the ratio test (Marsden 1974 , pp. 47-48), the series P 1 kD0 k 2 c k d k converges for all min. 1 ; 2 /. Hence Z
This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3
It suffices to show that the event likelihood ratios associated with component failures satisfy Property 1. Since all failure rates are of the same order of magnitude, the indices k and h in equation (13) Notice that`j ! 0 as ! 0. 
Proof of Lemma 4
and the event likelihood ratio associated with the first event in a cycle is less than one (see section 3.2), then every subsequent event likelihood ratio is also less than one. Notice that Since p 0 a kj .x .kj / ; r .kj / / is independent of , there exists an > 0 such that for all (16) holds. In light of (13), one has`k j < 1 (and`k j ! 0 as ! 0).
For > , the probability p 0 a kj .x .kj / ; r .kj / / has to be replaced with an importance sampling probability that does not violate condition (16) . One possibility is to use importance sampling probabilities that are proportional to the component failure rates. This forces p 0 a kj .x .kj / ; r .kj / / to be strictly positive and bounded by a constant. Since this case implies a bounded relative error argument, we assume that . where`j 's are the event likelihood ratios induced by component failures on minimum cuts. Recall that we push onto stack L only event likelihood ratios associated with failures that reduce the size of a minimum cut. Similarly, event likelihood ratios are popped off L only if a repair completion increases the size of a minimum cut. Condition (iii) implies that`j D .
Proof of Proposition 2
d a j / for component failures on a minimum cut. In conjunction with condition (iv) one concludes that
Since importance sampling is "turned off" once the system fails, jLj is equal to the cardinality of a minimum cut when the system is in state .u; 0/. Let s.!/ be a sequence of jLj component failures that forces the system to fail. We have Based on the same main argument as in Proposition 1, the result is proven. 
Proof of Lemma
